
Employee App: Clock 
Troubleshooting Guide

[Admin]



This guide contains:
1. Phones Supported
2. GPS Location permission on a mobile device
3. Error that displays if Location setting is off
4. Enabling Location settings on a IPhone, Android or Samsung Device
5. Error that displays if employee is outside the boundary area set by admins
6. Spinning wheel when loading the employee app
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Phones Supported
All Phones running the below software are supported:

IOS versions 10 and above.
Android version 5 and above.



Geolocation requires GPS Location
Permission

The Employee app is designed to use an
employees mobile device Geolocation (GPS)
to clock in and out.
 

 Upon selecting Clock In through the
Employee App, employees will be
prompted for permission to use their GPS
location on their mobile devices the first
time they click on 'Clock in'.

 



If Location settings are off
If an employee selected Deny for the first pop-up and your settings require GPS location to clock in,
the below error will appear when the user tries to clock in/out.
 
Additional settings will allow you to choose if if you would allow them to clock in with a reason (the
admin will not be able to see the location from where the employee clocked in) or the employee
cannot log in until the location is switched on.
 

Cannot log in without locationCan log in wthout location



iPhone- Enabling GPS Location
Permission
If an employee selected Deny for the first pop up and then wanted to later give GPS Location
permission they can do so through their mobile device.
 



Android- Enabling GPS Location
Permission
If an employee selected Deny for the first pop up and then wanted to later give GPS Location
permission they can do so through their mobile device.
 



Samsung- Enabling GPS Location
Permission
If an employee selected Deny for the first pop up and then wanted to later give GPS Location
permission they can do so through their mobile device.
 



Clocking in/out outside Boundary Zone 

The Employee app is designed to use an
employees mobile device Geolocation (GPS)
to clock in and out.
 
Once enabled,
 

 Provided they are within the Boundary
Zone as set by Admins.
Employees can Clock In/Out including for
breaks through the Employee App.

 
If an employee tries to clock in and they're
outside of the boundary, an error will display.
 



Spinning Wheel - check internet 

The Employee app requires internet
connectivity to load.
 
If you experience a spinning wheel loading,
ensure to check your internet connectivity on
your device.
 



Employee App Clock Settings



Setting up the Location Boundary
The boundary zone or area from which employees can clock in or out, is set per Roster and is located
in Work > Rosters, Edit Roster > select Location Tab.
 
You are then able to select the boundary or clock in area in two ways:
 
 1. You can enter a Boundary Radius e.g. 50 m & Save or
2. Click on the Draw Clock Boundary button

First you'll need to click on the map to bring the move or centre the map location
Click a second time and draw out the circle to lock in the location. This will then set the new Radius
based on the drawn boundary & Save.



Employee App Clock Settings
To switch on the Employee App Clock Settings or to adjust the settings:
 

Select the hamburger icon to open the full menu and select Platform Settings > Clock
Settings and scroll down the the Employee App Clock Settings section.

 
The below settings are recommended, however you can adjust them to suit your business needs.



Enable Clock for Employee App
To enable employees to be able to Clock in through
their Employee App
 

Select the hamburger icon to open the full menu
and select Platform Settings > Clock Settings .

 
2. Locate the setting "Allow employees to clock in
or out with their Employee app" and select toggle
on.
 
3. Once enabled, this will show a clock 'Clock in'
icon on the Employee's App.
 

1.



Require location when clocking
in/out

The Employee app is designed to use Geolocation (GPS
Clock in/out) and employees will be prompted for
permission to use their GPS location.
 
This setting requires the employees GPS location to be
enabled on their device to allow clock in and out.
 
To ensure that employees GPS location is used when
clocking:
 

Locate the setting "Allow employees to clock in or out
without location settings turned on" and select toggle
off.
 Once switched off, this will only allow employees to
clock in or out if they have their location settings turned
on.

 
 They could be in or out of the boundary (see outside
boundary setting).
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Outside the boundary zone settings

 
This setting can prevent an employee from clocking in
in/out from outside the location boundary.
 
To ensure this setting is off (prevent employee from
clocking in until they're within the boundary).
 

Locate the setting "Allow employees to clock in or out
when they're outside the boundary" and select toggle
off.
 Once turned off, this will allow employees to clock in or
out only once they're within the location boundary.

 
Or you can allow an employee to log in from outside the
location boundary (depending on your needs).
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Automatically approve shifts
 
This setting can automate your Approve Shifts provided that the rostered time and clock in
times are within a certain threshold e.g. 15 min (this is chosen in the clock settings).
 
Note: that both the clock in AND out times have to been within the threshold, otherwise they
will require manual approval.
 
To turn on this setting:
 

Locate the setting "Automatically approve shifts if clock in  AND out times are within the
threshold when using Employee App" and select toggle on.

 2. Once turned on, this will then automatically Time & Attendance > Approve shifts within
the threshold (compares rostered and clocked in times) through approve shifts.
 
Or you can choose to approve shifts individually.
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